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Quick Review:

안 – in

옆 – Next to/by

앞 – in front of 

밑/아래 – under/beneath/below

뒤 – behind/in back of 

위 – on/on top of

건너편 – across from/across the street from

맞은편 – Right Across from/right across the street from

Next step: Right (바로)
바로앞 – Right in front of…
바로밑/아래 – Right under/beneath/below
바로뒤 – Right behind
바로위 – Right on top of…

Go straight for about _____________ meters.

Turn Right at _______________

Turn Left at ____________________

New Terms:

Take - ________________________

Get Off at - ________________________

Transfer - ______________________________

Example:

Take the #2 Line and get off at 이대 Station.

Take the Green Line and get off at 이대 Station

Take the #6 and transfer at the _________ station and get off at 이대 Station

Take the 472 bus and get off at _______________

Take the 472 and get off at ________________.
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Dialogue 1:

A:  Can you tell me how to get to your shop?

B:  Where are you coming from?

A:  I'm coming from Itaewon.

B:  Take the #6 and transfer at ___________ and get off at __________ station.

A:  Which exit number should I take?

B:  Get out at exit #3, turn around and make an immediate left, we're right next to the Ehwa 
University Main Entrance/Gate.

Dialogue 2:

A:  Where's a good restaurant around here?

B:  Walk out the door and make a left at the first alley, then make an immediate left and there's a 
decent Japanese restaurant.

Dialogue 3:

A:  How do I get to 신촌 from here?

B:  Go straight for about 250 meters and turn right at the intersection/subway and go straight for 
another 600 meters.

Dialogue 4:

A:  Can you tell me how to get to 명동?

B:   Take the #2 and get off at 울지로입구 and get out at exit #5.

Exercise:

How do I get to Burger King?

How can I get to 명동?

What's the best way to get to Itaewon?

Can you tell me how to get to 강남??

How can I get to 압구정?

Do you know a good restaurant around here?
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